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A timeline – nothing happens quickly in pensions

February
2017

March
2018

2019?

2021

What is likely to be in the Pensions Bill 2019?
Increase to Pension
Regulator's powers
Regulation of DB
Consolidators
Collective Defined
Contribution (CDC)
Others (including GMP
conversion tweaks)
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Increases to Pension Regulator's powers
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Consultation ended in
August – DWP still
considering responses
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What is proposed
• Regulator will be able to issue higher (punitive) fines
• A new criminal offence – wilful and grossly reckless behaviour
• Investigation powers and power to interview
• Statements of intent before relevant business transactions
• Refresh the existing anti-avoidance (moral hazard) powers
• Increase use of clearance applications and notifiable events
• Scheme funding - "prudence" and "appropriate" to be defined
• Requirement for Trustee Chair and triennial Chair's Statement
• Requirement for professional trustees (new suggestion from tPR)
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Defined Benefit Consolidation
• Most defined benefit schemes are closed to accrual and in run off
•

Smaller schemes less efficient in terms of:
– Governance
– Bargaining power
– Investment options
– Economies of scale

• Some schemes close to reaching full buy-out – expect more over the
coming year but buy out is expensive
• Governance requirements becoming greater (21st Century Trustee)
• Is there another way to improve member outcomes?
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Consolidation – distribution of schemes

Members
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Consolidation - Running costs per member

Source Pension Regulator DB Scheme Running costs 2014
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Consolidation has been happening already
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Where have the schemes gone?

2000 Defined
Benefit Schemes
1,200

Pension Protection
Fund (or in
assessment)

?

209

Wound up
outside the PPF

?

Merged with other
schemes
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A commercial consolidator
Employer
Trustees

Final Payment

Sponsor

X

Existing
Scheme

Assets and
liabilities

On a move to a DB consolidator
trustees:
• release their employer from
further liability
• cease to have any further role
• leave members dependent on
the funding level and support
within the consolidator

Consolidator
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DB Consolidators can exist under existing laws
• Regulated as occupational pension schemes (not insurance companies)
• Two early adopters Clara and The Pension Superfund – different models
• Government and the Pensions Regulator keen to regulate consolidators
• DWP Consultation – December 2018
• Pension Regulator Guidance to:
– Providers of DB consolidators
– Scheme employers looking to transfer
– Trustees of schemes looking to transfer

• The Regulator "expects employers to apply for clearance before a transfer
takes place"
• Not aware of any transfers to date but watch this space…..
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BT case – High
Court
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Summary of the case
• Rules provided for increases to pensions in payment calculated by
reference to the increase in RPI "or if this ceases to be published or
becomes inappropriate such other measure as the Principal Company,
in consultation with the Trustees, decides.”
• Court had to decide whether the Rules could be read as giving BT (or BT
and the Trustee jointly) a power to determine whether RPI has become
inappropriate or whether it is a question of “objective fact”
• Court held that, based on the rules of the BT scheme as drafted, it was a
question of objective fact
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Is RPI inappropriate?
• In order for RPI to have become inappropriate for the purposes of the BT
scheme it had to have become inappropriate and this had to constitute a
change since 2002
• Court held:
– inappropriate means something more than less appropriate
– have to consider whether it is inappropriate for the purpose for which the Rule exists,
namely calculating an increase in pension payments so as to reflect increases in the cost
of living of pensioners receiving benefits under the scheme
– flaws in RPI were present and known about in 2002
– RPI has not at this time become inappropriate for the purposes of uprating pensions
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Implications for schemes looking to move to CPI
• While there is a respectable body of opinion in favour of RPI, there is also
a large body of opinion that considers it to be flawed and that it should
not be used as a measure of inflation (whether for the purpose of uprating
pensions or otherwise)
• Judge stated that if it had been for BT to decide whether to switch to RPI
“then the fact that a respectable body of opinion believes that RPI has
become inappropriate would make a challenge to a decision by BT to
that effect very difficult to sustain”
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Implications for Trustees wishing to stick with RPI
• Judge stated:
– “In particular, it would be an important factor against concluding that RPI has become
inappropriate if jettisoning RPI would introduce a material risk that increases in
pensions would not keep rate with increases in the cost of living likely to be experienced
by the relevant pensioners. This is particularly so taking into account that the pension
is likely to constitute the principal, if not the sole, source of income for the relevant
pensioners. On the basis of the evidence I have summarised above, I consider that there
are reasonable grounds to conclude that jettisoning RPI would lead to such a material
risk for the pensioners under the Scheme.” The evidence to which he refers is not
specific to the BT scheme
– “First, as is common ground, inflation is a latent variable, and any index can do no
more than provide an estimate of the increase in cost of living as experienced by any
given household or even type of household. Thus it is impossible to say that RPI is
wrong and CPI is right, or even that RPI is more wrong (or right) than CPI, as an
estimate of the likely increase in cost of living for pensioners under the Scheme”.
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BT case – Court of
Appeal
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Court of Appeal's decision
• BT appealed the High Court's decision that RPI had not become
inappropriate for the purpose of calculating increases to pensions in
payment
• The appeal failed. The Court of Appeal held:
– the question of whether RPI had become 'inappropriate' was a matter for evaluative
judgment, but ultimately a binary one – 'RPI is either appropriate or it has become
inappropriate'
– Judge was entitled to come to the decision he did on the evidence
– It was correct to approach the concept of "appropriateness" from the context in which it
arises ie consider whether it is no longer appropriate as measure of the cost of living for
the purposes of calculating pension increases
– the 'archaeology' of the scheme offered little assistance when interpreting its subsequent
provisions
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Barnardo's –
Supreme Court
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Barnardo's v Buckinghamshire: RPI/CPI (Supreme Court)
• RPI defined as "General Index of Retail Prices" or "any replacement
adopted by the Trustees ... "
• Did this mean:
– Any other index adopted by the Trustees as a replacement for RPI (one stage); or
– Any index which officially replaces RPI and then is adopted by the Trustees (two stages)?

• High Court and Court of Appeal: trustees could not switch from RPI as
long as RPI remained officially published index
• Supreme Court: dismissed appeal
– "replacement" must precede "adoption"

• Cross appeal on s67 not addressed
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RPI/CPI – where
are we now?
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Where does this leave us?
• Ability to switch to CPI is still very rules dependant
• Current case law can be used to support both a move to CPI and a
decision to stick with RPI
• What is an appropriate index CPI/CPIH/HCI?
– ONS Director General commented that CPIH was now its "lead measure of inflation"

• Report by House of Lords Economic Affairs Committee recommended:
– UK Statistics Authority should correct a known error in the calculation of RPI
– Government should adopt a single general measure of inflation for all purposes (unless it
is bound by contract to use RPI) within five years
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GMPs
• Contracted-out service 1978-1997
• Operates like an underpin – members gets the higher of:
– GMP
– Scheme benefits

• BUT GMP has particular characteristics:
– Increases at rate set out in the legislation
– Must provide a 50% spouse's pension

• So GMP in practice is more "part" of the benefit, with anything else being
"excess" over GMP
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Reasons GMPs are unequal

Payable at 60 for
women and 65 for
men

Accrual rate
higher for women

Increases
different for GMP
and Excess (under
legislation)

Revaluation
different for GMP
and Excess

Anti-franking
legislation ...
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Inequality can change over time …
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The Lloyds case
• Judge held that inequality in the pension caused by GMP was unlawful
• Whilst GMPs themselves can't be equalised, schemes must pay out
additional benefits to equalise the effects of GMPs
• But only for GMPs accrued between 1990 and 1997 (ie 1978-1990 GMPs
can be left alone)
• Set out methods available to employers and trustees
• Made some findings about how far back do you need to go.
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What method to use?
• Complicated analysis, but in default option is Method C2:
– Year-by-year comparison
– Each year pay member whichever of male/female benefit is higher; but
– Allows for early years' over-payments plus interest

• Trustees have to implement Method C2 (cheapest) unless employer
agrees otherwise.
• Admin complexities?

Look-back?
• Judge held that there is no statutory time-limit for paying arrears of
pension
• But if there is one in the Rules that will apply.
• What to do?
– No limit in rules – look back to 1990
– Discretionary limit in Rules – conversation between trustees and employer?
– Automatic limit in Rules – might consider a "stop the clock" agreement with the
employer
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Conversion?
• Legislation allows GMPs to be converted into non-GMP benefits.
• Judge said it was possible to:
– Equalise under method C2 to date; then
– convert the GMP into non-GMP using the statutory process

• This allows a "point in time" equalisation to be done rather than having to
check year on year
• Conversion potentially complex – but saves ongoing admin
• Further DWP guidance promised in 2019!
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Appeal?
• Case brought by members/unions, but Lloyds funded their costs
• Lloyds, Government & Trustee don't want to appeal.
• Members/unions want to appeal but:
– Need permission (had until 24 December to seek permission) and
– Need funding

• Dark-corners case anyway – 2019/2020?
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Actions
Think how
equalisation should
impact reconciliation

Liaise with employer
– write explaining
initial thoughts

Think about
provisioning in your
next valuation (and
in employer's
accounts?)

Decide how to deal
with benefit requests
(CETVs,
commutation etc)

Check your approach
to anti-franking –
example cases

Think about a
member
communication

Start analysing
equalisation
methods

Consider conversion

Look out for darkcorners case
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New requirements for SIP – 1 Oct 2019
Statement of Investment Principles must include:
• Policy on financially material considerations over the appropriate
time horizon
– Includes, but not limited to, ESG factors (including climate change)

• Extent to which (if at all) non-financial matters are considered
– Meaning views of members and beneficiaries on:
– ethical views
– social and environmental impact
– quality of life
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New requirements for SIP cont. – 1 Oct 2019
Statement of Investment Principles must include:
• Policy on stewardship
– Exercise of voting rights attaching to investments
– Methods and circumstances in which trustees would monitor and engage with:
– relevant person = investee company, investment manager, shareholder and
debt issuer or holder
– regarding relevant matters = performance, strategy, risks and ESG
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New requirements for annual report – 1 Oct 2019/2020
• From 1 Oct 2019, DB and DC annual report must include policies on:
– Financially material considerations
– Non-financial matters
– Engagement activities

• From 1 Oct 2020, DC annual report must include implementation
statement
– How and the extent to which SIP been followed
– Describes any review and explains any change in year
– Where no review in year, date of most recent review
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Publication of SIP and implementation strategy
• DC schemes must make the following publically available free of charge
on a website, with link in annual benefit statements
– SIP from 1 Oct 2019
– Implementation statement from 1 Oct 2020

• TPR guidance on DC Investment Governance
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VAT exemption withdrawn – 1 April 2019
• HMRC will withdraw policy of allowing insurers to apply VAT
exemption to pension fund management services unless pension scheme
is a Special Investment Fund (SIF)
– Wheels case: ECJ held DB scheme not SIF - so services not VAT exempt
– ATP case: ECJ held DC scheme could qualify as SIF - so services VAT exempt
– Historic insurance exemption will be withdrawn

• Upcoming cases expected to challenge whether difference in treatment
breaches principal of fiscal neutrality
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No deal Brexit regulations corrected
• Revised EU Exit Regulations (which will come into force on a no deal
Brexit) don't change where assets must be invested
– Previous draft provided that assets must be predominantly invested on UK regulated
markets
– Following lobbying by us and others, revised draft provides that assets must be
predominantly invested in the same way as currently - on a UK, EU or overseas
regulated market
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What's new with DC?
• DC to DC bulk transfers without consent
• Disclosure of costs and charges
• Chair's statement
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DC to DC bulk transfers without consent
• In force 6 April 2018
• Relaxations apply to "relevant money purchase rights"
"rights to money purchase benefits, where the assets held for the purposes of
providing those benefits do not include any guarantee or promise in relation to the
amount of the benefits to be provided, or the amount available for the provision of
the benefits"

• Guaranteed investment return or GAR?
"Our intention is that they will remain subject to the existing actuarial certificate
and scheme relationship test."
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DC to DC bulk transfers without consent
• Actuarial certificate and scheme relationship requirements not applicable to
transfer of relevant money purchase rights if one of three conditions met:
– Receiving scheme is authorised master trust
– Connected employer transfer
– Transferring scheme employer is a group undertaking in relation to receiving
scheme employer; and
– Transferring members are current/former employees of a group undertaking in
relation to one of those employers
– (nb. orphan members)
– Transferring trustees have taken advice from "appropriate adviser"

• Option of using actuarial certificate route up to 1 October 2019
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Who can be an appropriate adviser?

Must not have provided
advisory, administration
or investment services
to receiving scheme in
previous year

Trustee discretion to use
advisers who may not
fully satisfy the
independence tests
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DC bulk transfers without consent – guidance for trustees
• DWP expects trustees will often take advice, even when not required to
• Sets out factors advice should cover, including:
– Impact on any remaining members
– Whether receiving scheme can support relief at source for low earners
– Member services offered by receiving scheme

• Trustees can look at receiving scheme as a whole
– Not every aspect must be equal or superior to transferring scheme
– Not critical to maintain absolute value pre- and post-transfer
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Charge cap: member protections
• Protections under statutory charges cap continue where members transferred
without consent from:
– Scheme / arrangement in which their investments protected by charges cap to scheme /
arrangement in which cap would not apply

• Where workers who are not protected by charges cap are transferred without
consent into arrangement in a scheme used by their employer for autoenrolment, arrangement will become a default arrangement (ie subject to
charges cap)
• Transfer without consent allowed from non-default arrangement to new nondefault arrangement without triggering the cap restrictions, where member
expressed choice within previous five years
– Trustees should nevertheless make all reasonable attempts to contact such members before
transfer and confirm whether they wish to remain in uncapped arrangement
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DC costs and charges disclosure: which schemes?
In force 6 April 2018
Apply to "relevant schemes" – DC OPS
• including schemes with MP and non-MP benefits (applies to MP only)
• Applies to both accumulation/decumulation phase

Exempt schemes include: AVC only; death benefits; EPPs; SSASs
Corresponding rules from FCA
Consider possible extension to DB in future
Statutory guidance on how to report costs/charges info
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DC costs and charges disclosure: what is required?
Chair's statement must include:
• costs and charges for each default arrangement and alternative fund option in which
members' assets are invested
• illustration of compounding effect of the costs and charges

Information must be publically available on a website
Members entitled to receive annual benefit statement must be told that
cost and charge information available on internet
From 2019, disclose information on pooled funds on request to members
and recognised trade unions
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DC costs and charges disclosure: statutory guidance
When preparing an illustration of effect of costs /
charges
• Use realistic and representative range of combinations of pot
size, contribution rates, real terms investment returns, time
and rate of charges and costs
• Illustration for every combination is not expected
• Where scheme levies charge on contributions, at least one
illustration including contributions should be given
• Effect of charges should be shown by an adjustment which
includes all charges and transaction costs which will have been
taken from a member's pot
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tPR quick guide: Chair's statement
• "Communicating and reporting" guide reissued September 2018
• Quick guide and technical appendix
• Balance between sufficient information without over-complication
• Meaningful explanations, not just conclusions
• Very detailed …
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Pension scams: Where does Mr N
leave trustees?
Katie Banks
23 January 2019

Mr N – Pension Ombudsman's Determination 18 July 2018
• 2012 – Mr N opted out of Police Pension Scheme but continued
employment;
• June 2014 – Mr N met with IFA to discuss CETV of £112k and signed
transfer request;
• August 2014 – transfer paid to London Quantum RBS; IFA took £5,000
fee from CETV;
• 2015 – Mr N tried but was unable to contact IFA and trustee of new
scheme;
• 2015 Dalriada appointed as trustee of London Quantum RBS by tPR;
• Mr N's complaint against IFA failed (no regulated activity undertaken by
IFA).
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Mr N – Pension Ombudsman's Determination 18 July 2018
• Pension Ombudsman held oral hearing
• Pension Ombudsman upheld complaint
– Authority failed to conduct adequate checks;
– Authority posted tPR's scam warning leaflet (published February 2013) on its website but
did not send it to Mr N;
– Authority failed to engage with Mr N over concerns it should have had; they knew Mr N
still worked as a policeman so should have been alert to oddity of a transfer request to
another OPS;
– Authority ordered to reinstate Mr N's pension
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Combatting Pension Scams: Code of Good Practice version 2
• Code of Good Practice principles for trustees:
– raise awareness of scams with members and beneficiaries;
– adopt robust processes for assessing receiving scheme and responding to risk the scheme
is part of a scam;
– be aware of current scam strategies to inform due diligence.

• New in version 2 of the Code:
– Call members;
– Refer insistent customers to TPAS;
– Guidance on Action Fraud reporting;
– Sample letters and case studies.
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Government action
• Consultation on:
– banning cold calls;
– limiting statutory right to transfer;
– making it harder to open fraudulent schemes.

• Ban on cold calling effective 9 January 2019
• HMRC discretion to refuse to register or de-register a scheme sponsored
by a dormant company (Finance Act 2018)
• FCA and tPR scam smart campaign
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Mr R
29 June 2018
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Mr R: member should have been told that deferred benefits had
to come into payment during his lifetime
• April 2016: Mr R telephoned administrator to discuss options under
scheme
– Administrator accepted Mr R had stated that was terminally ill

• Few days later: administrator letter with two options for early retirement
from deferment:
– Both options: cash lump sum, pension for Mr R and £7,000 widow's pension
– Option 2: greater lump sum and reduced pension but same widow's pension

• Mr R died without exercising option
• Mrs R was informed benefits payable on death in deferment: a widow's
pension of £5,500 and no lump sum
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Mr R: PO determination
• Disclosure regs: conditions on which benefits payable to be given on
request
• Administrator (on behalf of trustees) on notice of terminal condition
• Obliged to take into account when providing information
• Letter should also have stated that lifetime benefits would be invalid if not
taken before death
• Trustees should have satisfied themselves that Mr R received letter and
understood its significance
• Provision of relevant information to enable Mr R to reach a fully informed
decision, not concerned with any duty to act in member's financial
interests
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Mr R: PO directions
• If letter had indicated that retirement from deferment only available in
Mr R's lifetime, more likely than not he would have applied and been
accepted for Option 2
• Trustees directed to:
– Pay pension commencement lump sum to Mr R's estate
– Increase Mrs R's widow's pension to death in retirement level
– Pay Mrs R back-payments plus interest
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Mr Y
26 July 2018
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Mr Y: employer should have brought forward member's
retirement to maximise his benefits
• Following recommendation for ill-health retirement, member given 12
week notice period.
• Information provided:
– Spouse's pension would be greater if he died in retirement, rather than in service.
– He should contact employer if condition worsened so that his notice period could be
waived.

• Wife called employer on same day member's condition was declared
terminal and asked to drawdown some or all of pension.
• Employer disputed this version of events and claimed she asked to
drawdown some money for a holiday before a further course of treatment.
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Mr Y: DPO determination
• DPO found wife's recollection to be correct "on balance of probabilities"
• Having been informed member's condition was terminal, employer
should have suggested waiver of notice period, even if not specifically
requested
• Employer to pay the difference between actual death benefits and what
she would have received if notice period ended two days after phone call
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Mrs L
17 October 2018
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Mrs L: information on death benefits
• Mr L had terminal cancer and informed life manager
• Sent statement saying (among other things):
"Following your death, your dependants may receive:
[survivors' pensions]
The balance of your five years' pension payments as a tax free lump sum, if you die
in the first five years of retirement"

• January 2015: opted to take voluntary early retirement on redundancy
grounds but deferred drawing pension
• October 2015: Mr L died in deferment – no lump sum payable
• Mrs L: employer had duty to highlight how death benefits affected by
pension decision
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Mrs L: what did the Ombudsman determine?
• Rejected complaint
• Mr L had asked employer and trustee different questions
– Was given copy of long-term disability scheme rules and all questions answered promptly
– Questions asked suggested death benefits not top priority

• Following Scally, employer not breached any duty to provide information
about pension options
– If provision of pension value information was implied term of employment contract,
Scally test not satisfied as Mr L was aware of possibility of obtaining pension value
information
– Trustee believed that Mr L requested CETV, which not entitled to while in pensionable
service
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Reconciling Mrs L with Mr Y?
"I do not consider that having acquired knowledge that Mr L had been
"diagnosed with pancreatic cancer which has a very poor prognosis" the
employer and/or Trustees had a duty to provide information on which
option what the most financially advantageous for Mr L, or to provide
him with details about death in deferment benefits."
"I do not fault Mrs Y for not asking in the right technical terms … even if
Mrs Y only asked for part of the lump sum, in this context, I would have
expected the individual to have discussed the option to waive the
remaining notice period …"
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Recent Cases
Matthew Bullen
23 January 2019
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British Airways v APS Trustees [2018] Pens. L. R. 19

The Court of Appeal's decision, 5 July 2018
• BA's appeal allowed (by a majority) against the High Court's decision.
• The Trustee's decision to introduce a discretionary increase rule was
carried out for an improper purpose.
• The role of pension scheme trustees is to administer the employer's
scheme, not to take on the role of "paymaster" in deciding what
benefits pensioners should receive.
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BA v APS
The Scheme
• Scheme established in 1948
• Closed to new members in 1984, but open to accrual for existing
members.
• Deficit as at 31 March 2012:
– £680m (TP basis);
– £1.5bn (solvency basis).

• DRCs: £55m per year (but NB: £300m p.a. into another BA scheme).
• Power of amendment excisable by Trustee alone (i.e. not subject to BA's
consent).
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BA v APS
The Issue
• Per the Rules, pensions increased automatically under Pensions Increase
(Review) Orders made by the Treasury.
• Historically, these had increased in line with RPI.
• In 2010, the Chancellor of the Exchequer announced that Orders would
thereafter increase in line with CPI.
• In 2011, the Trustee exercised its power of amendment to give it the
power to award discretionary increases.
• In 2013, Trustee awarded a 0.2% discretionary increase.
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BA v APS
High Court
• BA challenged the Trustee's decisions, both:
– The exercise of power of amendment to introduce the power to award discretionary
increases; and
– The award of the 2013 discretionary increase.
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BA v APS
High Court
• Seven week trial October to December 2016.
• Judgment handed down on 19 May 2017 in favour of the Trustee:
– No abuse of power by Trustee;
– No predetermination by Trustee;
– Trustee took all relevant factors taken into account, and no irrelevant ones;
– The discretionary increase rule was consistent with the objects of the scheme.
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BA v APS
Court of Appeal: the issues
• BA granted permission to appeal on two limited grounds:
– Either the 2011 rule amendment, or the 2013 increase, breached a prohibition in the
Rules on making "benevolent or compassionate" payments, and was therefore outside the
scope of the Trustee's powers (i.e. ultra vires); and
– Even if the Trustee has power to make the 2011 rule amendment, the decision to exercise
that power was unlawful because the Trustee acted for an improper purpose by seeking to
set rather than deliver benefits under the Scheme.
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BA v APS
Court of Appeal: the decision
• BA lost (unanimously) on ground 1, but won (by a majority) on ground 2:
– Ground 1: The 2013 increase was not "benevolent or compassionate"; but
– Ground 2: By seeking to set the amount of pension that pensioners should be paid, the
Trustee had acted for an improper purpose in exercising the amendment power (so the
decision was unlawful).
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BA v APS
Court of Appeal: Proper purpose (ground 2)
• What was the "purpose" of the Scheme?
–

Purpose is wider than the objects clause ("to provide benefits").

–

Lewison LJ:

–

–

Particular importance should be placed on the constitutional functions given to trustees under the Trust Deed. In
BA, clause 4 provided that the Trustee was to "manage and administer" the Scheme.

–

"the function of the trustees is to manage and administer the scheme; not to design it." [102]

Peter Jackson LJ:
–

Purpose encompasses the way in which the scheme ordains the balance of powers between employer and trustees,
and thus the machinery whereby pensions are provided. [116]

–

Although the Trustees had a unilateral power of amendment, "there is nothing to suggest that the power…was
intended to give the trustees the right to remodel the balance of powers between themselves and the employer."
[121].

–

The introduction of the discretionary increase power purported to change the purpose of the Scheme in which the
Trustees "effectively added the role of paymaster to their existing responsibilities as managers and administrators."
[121]
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BA v APS
Implications
• Relevant to all the exercise of all Trustee powers, but particularly those which are
apparently unlimited (e.g. some powers of amendment, or powers to determine the
index for pension increases).
• “Proper purposes” doctrine is fundamentally about abuse of power – by doing acts
within the scope of a power, but for an improper reason.
• The “constitutional functions” of trustees under a Trust Deed are particularly
important.
• To exercise a power (even where apparently unlimited in scope) to alter the
constitutional balance of a Scheme (between employer and trustees) can amount to a
breach of the proper purposes principle.
• The “purpose” of a Scheme is not limited to its objects (i.e. to provide pensions) – it
encompasses the balance of powers as between employer and trustee, and thereby the
machinery whereby pensions are provided.
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BA v APS
What next?
• Court of Appeal (unusually) granted the Trustee permission to appeal to
the Supreme Court.
• Appeal hearing fixed for July 2019.
• Last week (15 January) Arnold J granted the Trustee Beddoe relief to
pursue its appeal following a contested hearing (HL acted for the rep
ben).
– Trustee and BA anticipated to spend £1m apiece on the appeal;
– Trustee so far spent £13m;
– BA has made a reserve of £424m for the potential cost of any future discretionary
increases.
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GDPR update
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GDPR is back ...
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Overview of session
• Reminder of GDPR
• Recent developments:
– Consent
– Legitimate Interests
– Cyber Security
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Reminder of
GDPR
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The background to GDPR
• GDPR came into being on 25 May 2018
• Major update and overhaul of the way that data is held and
used
• Serious penalties for non-compliance
• Think we all remember the pain ...
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Overview of GDPR

Data protection
principles

Record of data
processing

Data subject
rights

Privacy notices

Third party
contracts

Data security
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Key area: lawful processing
• One of the key requirements of GDPR is that data must be
processed "lawfully"
6.1(a): consent

6.1(b): necessary for
performance of
contract to which
data subject is party

6.1(c): necessary for
compliance with
legal obligation to
which controller is
subject

6.1(f): necessary for
legitimate
interests of
controller or third
party
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Overview of session

Consent
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Using consent for lawful processing
• Our general advice is that you should generally avoid
"consent" as the basis for lawful processing:
– Consent must be express not implied
– Consent has to be freely given ie a genuine choice - "if you would still process the
personal data without consent, asking for consent is misleading an inherently unfair"
(ICO guide, p 21)
– Consent can be withdrawn
– Article 29 Working Party Guidance states that if you use consent you should not have a
"back-up" in case it doesn't work

• Most pension schemes rely on one of the other basis - "legitimate
interest" – compliance with legal obligations
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Using consent for special category data
• However, the position is more complicated for some specific
types of date – special category data
• Special category data is data that is particularly sensitive –
race, religion, health, sexual orientation, sex life ...
• Pension schemes process this type of data mainly in the
context of ill-health pensions and death benefits
• Initially looked like you would have to use consent to process
this type of data
• However ...
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Alternative route under domestic legislation
• UK Data Protection Act allows special category data to be processed
without consent if:
"(a)

the processing is necessary for the purposes of performing or exercising
obligations or rights which are imposed or conferred by law on the
controller or the data subject in connection with employment, social security
or social protection, and

(b)

when the processing is carried out, the controller has an appropriate policy
document in place"

• Wording is wide enough to cover ill-health and death benefits
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Trustee actions

Decide if you
want to rely on
consent or the
new route?

If you change:
data protection
policy

If you change:
privacy notice
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Legitimate
Interest
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Using legitimate interest for lawful processing
• Legitimate interest is very useful as a ground for lawful
processing – flexible and wide in scope
• Widely used in relation to pension schemes and other
industries
• ICO has decided to issue some guidance on it ...
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ICO Guidance: when to use legitimate interests?
May not be most
appropriate basis
where another
lawful basis
available

Individuals must be
told what legitimate
interests are relied
on

Should not be relied
on as a default basis

Difficult to switch
to another basis
later, if other basis
was not identified
at outset
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ICO Guidance: 3 part test for using legitimate interests
Purpose test: is
there a legitimate
purpose behind the
processing?

Necessity test: is
the processing
necessary for that
purpose?

Balancing test: is
the legitimate interest
overridden by the
individual's interests,
rights or freedoms?
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Purpose test

Factors include:
Clear and specific benefit
required

• expected benefit of processing
• impact if processing could not be
carried out
• intended outcome for individuals
• compliance with industry
guidelines or codes of practice.
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Necessity test

Processing need not
be absolutely
essential

Targeted and
proportionate
means of achieving
purpose, on facts of
case
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Balancing test

Nature of personal
data to be processed

Individual's
reasonable
expectations

Likely impact of
processing and
whether safeguards
possible

• If individual would not reasonably expect the processing: rights
may override legitimate interests
• If processing is high risk to rights and interests: data protection
impact assessment
• If individual objects: must demonstrate compelling legitimate
grounds
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Legitimate interests assessment (LIA)
ICO considers as best
practice

Standard template in
guidance

Although not required
by GDPR, difficult for
controller to meet its
obligations under the
accountability principle
without an LIA

Should be reviewed
regularly
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Trustee actions

Review your
legitimate
interest
processing

Undertake 3
tests

Document - LIA
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Cyber-security
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"Pension schemes are likely to be attractive targets to cyber criminals, because
they hold a lot of personal employment and financial data. Unlawful access or
attacks could be serious for a scheme and its members, and could in the end
result in identity theft, loss of data or even loss of financial assets. It is trustees
who are the data controllers under the Data Protection Act, so it is the trustees
who must make sure they have all the proper protocols and policies in place, and
that any third parties they use also have the appropriate controls in place.
Cyber security should be a key risk on risk registers."
Lesley Titcomb, CEO,
The Pensions Regulator
September 2016
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What do cyber risks look like?
Hacking attack
against the Plan

Loss of a laptop
containing
member data

Human error by
administrators
with data access

Hacking attack
against third
party
administrator

Virus or
malware
introduced to
system

Trustee falling
victim to a
phishing email
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What impact could an attack have?
Service
interruption

Loss or
disclosure of
member data

Time and
financial costs to
the Plan

Reputational
damage
externally

Regulatory
action and
significant fines

Ombudsman
complaints or
litigation

Loss of member
confidence

Direct impact on
pensioners if
payments are
disrupted

Reporting
obligations
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TPR cyber security guidance
• Pension schemes hold large amounts of data
and assets so Regulator sees a pension
scheme as a "target for fraudsters and
criminals"
• Trustees are accountable for security of
scheme information and assets
• Need to understand cyber risks and include
on risk register for regular review
• Links to work around readiness for and
compliance with GDPR
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TPR cyber security guidance
Cyber risk assessment cycle
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TPR cyber security guidance
Incident response plan
Roles and
responsibilities of
response team

Continuation of
critical functions
(eg benefit
payments)

When and how
authorities should
be notified

In crisis
communications
(including reporting
to trustees)

A range of scenarios
appropriate for the
Plan
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Trustee actions
• Get help – use Employer resource if possible
• Understand the scheme's cyber footprint
• Evaluate whether third party suppliers have sufficient controls in place
• Develop an incident response plan
• Add cyber risk to the risk register
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GDPR update
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Trustee training:
keeping you on track
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